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‘An Introduction to  

the Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations’ 
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Department of Mathematics, Christ University, Bangalore-29 
September 1 and 3, 2016 

 

Report 

The Science Academies’ Lecture Workshop on ‘An Introduction to the Solution 

of Ordinary Differential Equations’ organized by the Department of 
Mathematics, Christ University on 1st and 2nd of September 2016 received an 
overwhelming response from the student community with  a participation of  95 

students from 10 different colleges and universities from the city of Bengaluru.  

Through the course of eight lectures, the students who were mostly second year 
undergraduate students of mathematics were encouraged to broaden their 

horizons through the versatile topics covered by the four esteemed resource 
persons. The title of the lectures were carefully chosen by the conveners           
Dr. Mythily Ramswamy and Dr. A. K. Nandakumaran to ensure that the 

participants get a comprehensive understanding of the theory of ordinary 
differential equations in order to pursue their studies further.  

The first day began with a brief inaugural function wherein Dr. S. Kulkarni, the 
Dean of Sciences, Christ University and Dr. T. V. Joseph, the Head of the 

Department of Mathematics, Christ University addressed the gathering to set the 
tone for the event while Dr. Mayamma Joseph, the programme coordinator 

briefed the participants about the science education programme offered by the 
science academies and their publications such as resonance. 

The first lecture by Dr. P.S. Datti, visiting scientist, Indian statistical institute , 
Bengaluru on  ‘Ordinary Differential Equations: Introduction, Examples and 

Models’ not only inspired the students by encouraging them to question and 
thoroughly understand their basics, but also introduced new, exciting fields and 

future prospects for aspiring mathematicians. 

By throwing light onto the Population Growth Model and the Predator-Prey 
model, the interesting field of Mathematical Biology was brought to the forefront. 
He followed this by explaining the ingenious Spring-Mass-Dashpot system, where 

the concept of damping and its use in shock absorbers were clearly emulated. He 
drew out some of the interesting real life implementations of ordinary differential 

equations which turned out to be an eye-opening session that introduced the 
students to new, exhilarating possibilities of higher learning in Mathematics. 
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Dr. Venky Krishnan from TIFR-CAM, Bengaluru delivered the two lectures of the 
afternoon session on ‘Linear First and Second Order Differential Equations’, 

where he concentrated on the motivation behind solving ordinary differential 
equations. During his highly interactive, informative sessions, previously 

engrained concepts were understood in a new light, and areas of doubt were 
effectively cleared. Detailed explanations and proofs involving existence and 
uniqueness theorems and the principle of superposition enabled a broader 

understanding of ODEs, and the population growth model was revisited to 
provide a different perspective. His constant questioning following any and every 
answer given during the session led to a thought provoking session for the 

students. As he kept reiterating throughout, the understanding of the motivation 
behind the solutions of ordinary differential equations is more important than the 

solution itself to any mathematician, every student left the first day inspired and 
motivated to approach these concepts in a different light in the future.  

On the second day of the workshop during the forenoon session Dr. A. K. 
Nandakumaran from IISc spoke about 'ODE: General Theory, Examples and 

Importance of Theoretical Study of Existence, Uniqueness, etc.' He started 
his lecture by asking simple questions about things that are learnt throughout 

high school but never really questioned. It opened the eyes of the students, in 
terms of learning to think more and not mutely accept everything that is being 
taught. After thinking it over, there are so many questions to mull over. He 

covered topics like uniqueness, Lipschitz Continuity, Equivalent Formulation, 
Gronwall's Inequality and Picard's Successive Approximation. A particularly 
memorable incident occurred when he asked a student a question who fumbled 

slightly in his answer. Dr. Nandakumaran then went on to say something truly 
remarkable - "Make mistakes boldly. That's the only way failure will ever turn 

into success."  

 
The afternoon lectures were given by Dr. A. S. Vasudevamurthy from TIFR-CAM, 
Bengaluru. His approach to 'ODE: Numerics, its Importance and Modern 

Perspective' was from a Physics point of view. He began his lecture by speaking 
about the N-Body Problem, and along with the numerics associated with it, a lot 

of interesting facts were discussed as well, including a number of things that are 
not normally questioned or known about. For example, who was the first ever 
woman to be appointed as a mathematics professor in the world?  He also 

covered interesting topics such as Hamiltonian Formulation, Chaos Theory, the 
Butterfly Effect, the Lambert function, ideal projectile motion, Initial vs. 
Boundary Value problems, Euler methods, the Patriot Missile failure along with 

numerous other topics. His lecture saw the everyday classroom knowledge 
coming to life, as the students were learning about all the physical applications 

differential equations really have in everyday life. The execution aspect of the two-
day discussions that this workshop facilitated was comprehensively explored 
through this informative session.  
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It is my pleasure to place on record the appreciation and thanks from the 
department of Mathematics, Christ University to the Indian Academy of 

Sciences for the excellent support we received in organizing the Workshop in a 
systematic way. Thanks to Dr. Mahabaleswara for promptly responding to all the 

e-mails and for approving the proposal.  The financial support by the three 
Science Academies helped us conduct the programme in a smooth manner. 
Special thanks to Professor Mythily Ramaswamy for her willingness to be the 

convener of the workshop and for the careful selection of the topics and speakers 
and to Dr. A. K. Nandakumaran for coordinating with all the speakers and 
making the workshop a reality. Sincere words of appreciation to Dr. Datti and 

Dr. Venky Krishnan for their willingness to reschedule their talks in a short 
span of time as we had to pre-pone the programme on September 2, 2016 to 

September 1, 2016 in few days’ time in the wake of the a bandh call affecting 

transportation. The presence of a      supporting environment at Christ 
University; the management, the support staff and student volunteers were  
significant in the successful execution of the workshop.  

The overall response of the students about the workshop was very positive and 
encouraging. On asking a few students about their experiences during the 
workshop, most said it was "An absolutely thrilling experience."; some others said 

that they had been greatly inspired to think more and actually study the subject 
for what it is, rather than just for marks. Some others said that although they 

had difficulty in comprehending some concepts, it helped them to view the 
subject from a different perspective. All the participants were unanimous in 
saying that all the speakers were extremely resourceful and passionate 

mathematicians which was evident from the excitement they exhibited while 
discussing about various theorems and results. It was very interesting to observe 
their involvement in their subject and it proved to be truly inspirational for all 

those present.  

The Workshop underscored the need and necessity of providing a solid 
foundation and a broader view on the core concepts of the topics in Mathematics 

offered for undergraduate courses to the young students aspiring for higher 
learning in Mathematics. We look forward in collaborating with the Indian 
Academy of Sciences in organizing similar programme in the future and 

contribute in the best way possible in nurturing skills of the young students who 
love to learn Mathematics. On the whole, this two-day workshop was a very 

fruitful experience and left the participants as well as the organizers honestly 
looking forward to more such gatherings. Hopefully the future will see some 
commendable mathematicians emerging from amongst this crowd of inspired 

young individuals.   
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Details of Participants 

Sl. No. Institution No. of Students 

1.  Govt. Science College 4 

2.  Jain University 2 

3.  Jyoti  Nivas College 4 

4.  Kristu Jayanti College 4 

5.  MES Degree College 13 

6.  Mount Carmel College 8 

7.  NMKRV College 4 

8.  St. Joseph’s College 9 

9.  Vijaya College 2 

10.  Christ University 45 

Total 95 

Workshop Conveners 

                                                             

Dr. Mythily Ramaswamy                                        Dr. A K Nandakumaran 

Speakers 

             

  Dr. P S Datti         Dr. Venky Krishnan   Dr. A K Nandakumaran    Dr. A S Vasudeva Murthy 
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Photo Gallery 

 

 

Inaugural Function 
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Sessions in Progress 
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View of the participants 
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Concluding Session 

 

Report Prepared by Dr. Mayamma Joseph, Programme coordinator with inputs on the sessions from 
Sarah Lourdes Pais and Sumedha Biswas, student representatives. 


